[Research on the sugar content measurement of grape and berries by using Vis/NIR spectroscopy technique].
Aiming at the nonlinear correlation characteristic of Vis/NIR spectra and the corresponding sugar content of grape and berries, the Vis/NIR spectra of grape and berries were obtained by diffusion reflectance. A mixed algorithm was presented to predict sugar content of grape and berries. The original spectral data were processed using partial least squares (PLS), and three best principal factors were selected based on the reliabilities. The scores of these 3 principal factors would be taken as the input of the three-layer back-propagation artificial neural network (BP-ANN). Trained with the samples in calibration collection, the BP-ANN predicted the samples in prediction collection. The values of decision coefficient (r2), the root mean squared error of prediction (RMSEP), and bias were used to estimate the mixed model. The observed results using PLS-ANN (r2 = 0.908, RMSEP = 0.112 and Bias = 0.013) were better than those obtained by PLS (r2 = 0.863, RMSEP = 0.171, Bias = 0.024). The result indicted that the detection of internal quality of grape and berries such as sugar content by nondestructive determination method was very feasible and laid a solid foundation for setting up the sugar content forecasting model for grape and berries.